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Fun facts about CS202, 2022 
Winter
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Who we are
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I love to study about OS

This course is one of the core courses in my curriculum.

To learn concepts of advanced operating systems

Recommendation

I want to learn more about schedulers in operating systems and optimising 
them for different workloads and processors.

to learn about os

To fulfill my core requirements for my degree

To complete my understanding about Operating Systems

Might help writing better code

to help me with reseach in high performance computing

Because operating systems allows us to make most out of our computers

To gain high end knowledge in Operating Systems

I would like to learn more about Operating Systems.

It is one of the optional Core Requirements which I enjoyed during my 
undergrad,  hence I am taking it

Very much interested and eager to learn about the most fundamental thing 
about computers ie an OS. Will be looking forward to it

Core course

To understand more about the Operating System and also for complete 
MS CS course core course requirement

I believe this class is very important

My research project is about OS security and I love OS

Core course

Because I like this professor teaching style

I would like to learn OS in depth

Interested to learn more about OS

To learn more about operating system structures and how they work!

Advanced course for prelim exam


To understand the working of kernel and RPCs

I am interested to learn about OS which is vital to any area we dive into 
further. This is also part of my core requirement.

I want to learn about virtual machine

Core requirement

Core Course for MS in CS

It is an interesting Core course for CEN

Learn OS

Required class

Interest and also a required course for degree

core/good professor this quarter

To build up on my Systems knowledge and complement it with the 
Architecture knowledge I have.

To have a better understanding of Operating Systems

core course

I took Design of Operating Systems and enjoyed it. I wanted to move on 
with the advanced.

Core course

I really liked OS during my undergrad and want to learn more

I want to understand OS so that I can adapt an OS for different situations.

It sounds the most useful one in the core area.

To learn about operating systems and fulfill the comprehensive exam 
questions requirement.

To enhance my Technical core knowledge in Operating Systems

It's a requirement to graduate

personal interest

To learn about Operating systems and see if I can apply practical aspects 
of the course,  for my future research.

interested in distributed system
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Why we are here



I share the best moments and the worst moments of the year with my 
closest friends

My birthday which is on jan1st -

Spending time with my family in my home country

good!

I just arrived to the US as a Winter student and my friend ordered 
food for me as a welcome gift.

I was doing bjj

Going out and partying with friends at San Diego

Having pizza with friends

Toshikoshi soba

nothing

This is the first time I will experience new year in USA.
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Probably this year in San Diego

Spending time with my best friends.

Far from home

Seeing the trees decorated with lights

Traveling around

Going to a bar and drink a lot with friends

Go to the big bear lake and play snowboarding there

Deep understand about OS

Being in Yellowstone and photographing wildlife!

A trip to the grand canyon!

Visiting the southernmost city in the world!

The current date is Dec 28.


Celebrating it with family.

chilling

Hanging out with friends and family

Abhishek Premnath

Nothing much planned. I'll cook some good food and prepare 
prepare for interviews.

watch fireworks

Being with family

Spending time with friends

sleeping in

Visiting 6 Flags

Watching all fields in a date change

Me and my friend joined a random party in Germany and we lost 
each other but people were so fun we didn’t try to find each other

Celebrations with family

Party with friends and family

Bonfire & food!

I made sukiyaki for the first time and it was delicious!

2018 New year Eve is my unforgettable with more exciting memories 
with my undergrad friends in College Hostel

I cannot see this question,  the "read and agree" text is blocking it

came from non cs background and build my web site,  and also 
review quite a bit of stochastic process

Anytime with close friends is a good experience.

pandemic ends
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Most exciting new year/holiday season experience
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https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d9/EDSAC_2_1960.jpg8



The usage model of computers in the past…
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What releases human beings from 
the queues?
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The usage model of computers in the past…
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Operating System



• Make it easy to run programs 
• Enable programs to interact with devices 
• Allow programs to share hardware resources 
• Support multithreaded programs 
• Execute programs efficiently 
• Low overhead 
• Store data safely 
• Secure
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Why is there an operating system?



• Virtualize hardware/architectural resources 
• Easy for programs to interact with hardware resources 
• Share hardware resource among programs 
• Protect programs from each other (security) 

• Execute multithreaded programs concurrently 
• Support multithreaded programming model 
• Execute multithreaded programs efficiently 

• Store data persistently 
• Store data safely 
• Secure
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What modern operating systems support?



Fun facts about operating systems
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• The first operating system used for real work was GM-NAA I/O, 
produced in 1956 by General Motors' Research division for its 
IBM 704. 

• Functionality 
• Batch processing — The main function of GM-NAA I/O was to 

automatically execute a new program once the one that was being 
executed had finished 

• I/O virtualization — provided common access to the input/output 
devices
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The first operating system — GMOS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GM-NAA_I/O

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GM-NAA_I/O


• Benefits 
• You don’t have to be physically in the line, just drop your cards and 

take the result later 
• Keep the computer running 

• Drawbacks 
• Head-of-line blocking 
• Cannot terminate a process in the middle 
• Cannot communicate among different machines 
• Hard to debug 
• ……
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Batch systems



• Created in AT&T Bell Labs, a project leading by Ken Thompson and Dennis 
Ritchie — Started in 1969, internally public in 1971, public in 1973 

• Also the first OS written in a “high-level language” — Closely tied to the 
development of the C programming language 

• Large portion of UNIX version 2 was written in C (version 1 was written in 
assembly) 

• Unix was one of the first operating system kernels implemented in a language 
other than assembly 

• Easier to port to many other platforms 
• Support multiple users 
• Support interprocess communication 
• No GUI
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The first “portable” operating system — UNIX

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency



• Descendants 
• BSD (Berkeley Software Distribution) 

• FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD 
• The base of Apple’s MacOS X and iOS 

• Solaris 
• IBM AIX 

• Affected 
• Linux 

• Started in 1983 by Richard Stallman 
• Linus Torvalds, principal developer of the Linux kernel
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UNIX (cont.)
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What about this?
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• Disk Operating System 
• Originally Quick and Dirty Operating System 
• Introduced in 1981 for IBM PC based on 8086/8088 

• Only 640KB memory available for applications 
• No virtual memory 
• Need quite a few tricks (EMS, XMS, QEMM, and etc.) to use all memory that you 

installed on the computer 
• No multi-user, no multi-tasking, no multi-threading 
• Notorious 8.3 filename restrictions 
• No GUI 

• Now the command line environment of Windows 
• Windows is originally a graphic user interface running on DOS — like X-Window
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The most popular OS in the 80s — DOS

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency



The first GUI-based OS — Xerox PARC
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• Designed for Star Information system. 
• GUI elements: bitmapped display, windows, folders, icons, 

Ethernet networking, file and print servers, and the mouse. 
• Object-oriented design 
• Editor: “What You See Is What You Get” (WYSIWYG) 
• Only around 25,000 devices were sold
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The first GUI-based OS — Xerox PARC

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency



• Released in 1984 w/ the legendary Macintosh 
• Adopted GUI/mouses from Xerox PARC 
• The first popularized all GUI OS 
• Support multitasking 
• Not a multi-user system
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The first popularized (kind of) GUI OS — Classical Mac OS

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency
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• Before Windows 95, “Windows” (e.g., Windows 3.1) was just a 
GUI operating “environment” on DOS 
• You cannot directly boot your machine using early versions of 

Windows 
• Similar to X-window, Xorg in UNIX/Linux 

• First full-fledged Windows OS introduced in 1995 as Windows 
95
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The most popular OS in late 90s — Windows 95/98/ME

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency
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• Originally for servers, initially released in 1993 
• First true 32-bit Windows OS, Windows Vista/7 started to 

become natively 64-bit 
• Support multi-user, multi-tasking 
• NTFS: more secure, modernized file system 
• Different driver model than DOS/Windows 95 
• Most code in C/C++, reasonably portable (IA-32, x86-64, DEC 

Alpha, MIPS, PowerPC, ARM, Itanium)
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The most popular OS before 2014 — Windows NT/2000/XP/Vista/7/8

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency
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• Initially released in 2001 
• Originated from NeXTSTEP, a company Steve Jobs funded 

after leaving from Apple in 1985 
• Darwin: based on Mach and BSD kernels 

• Inherits all the good things from UNIX 
• Better integration with GUI 

• Shares the same kernel with iOS
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The most popular UNIX now — MacOS X

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency
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• Share the same kernel foundation with 
MacOS X 

• The 2nd most popular mobile OS
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The 2nd most popular mobile OS — iOS

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency



• Based on Linux 
• The most popular operating system 

since 2014
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The most popular OS now — Android

Virtualization Concurrency Persistency



What to virtualize?
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The beast: von Neumman Architecture
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Don’t 
Don’t 



The beast: von Neumman Architecture
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your computer can perform different functions



• The program counter (PC) tells where the upcoming instruction is in the 
memory 

• Processor fetches the instruction, decode the instruction, execute the 
instruction, present the instruction results according to clock signals 

• The processor fetches the next instruction whenever it’s safe to do so

Processor

PC

120007a30:  0f00bb27  ldah  gp,15(t12)    
120007a34:  509cbd23  lda   gp,-25520(gp) 
120007a38:  00005d24  ldah  t1,0(gp) 
120007a3c:  0000bd24  ldah  t4,0(gp) 
120007a40:  2ca422a0  ldl   t0,-23508(t1) 
120007a44:  130020e4  beq   t0,120007a94 
120007a48:  00003d24  ldah  t0,0(gp) 
120007a4c:  2ca4e2b3  stl   zero,-23508(t1) 
120007a50:  0004ff47  clr   v0 
120007a54:  28a4e5b3  stl   zero,-23512(t4) 
120007a58:  20a421a4  ldq   t0,-23520(t0) 
120007a5c:  0e0020e4  beq   t0,120007a98 
120007a60:  0204e147  mov   t0,t1 
120007a64:  0304ff47  clr   t2 
120007a68:  0500e0c3  br    120007a80

instruction memory
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How processor executes a program

clock



Desktop Computer
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Server
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MacBook Pro 13”
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iPhone 13 Pro
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Play Station 5
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Nintendo Switch
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Tesla Model 3
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Operating System



CS202: Advanced 
Operating Systems
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Advanced
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Why?
What? 
How?
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Why?
What? 
How?
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CS202 Lecture

CS202 Project



Logistics
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• Lectures: TuTh 2p-3:20p on Zoom (for at least the first two weeks) 
• Office Hours: (Find the link through Google Calendar)

Hung-Wei Tseng: MTu 11a-12p on Zoom
Yu-Chia Liu: W 2p-3p, F 11a-12p on Zoom 

• Schedule, slides on course webpage:
https://www.escalab.org/classes/cs202-2022wi/ 

• Discussion on piazza:
https://piazza.com/class/kxgldzml6k71g2 

• Reading quizzes, homework submissions on eLearn:
https://elearn.ucr.edu/courses/31822 

• Youtube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/profusagi 

• Calendar
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/r?
cid=ucr.edu_b8u6dvkretn6kq6igunlc6bldg@group.calendar.google.com
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Course resource

https://www.escalab.org/classes/cs202-2022wi/
https://piazza.com/class/kxgldzml6k71g2
https://elearn.ucr.edu/courses/31822
https://www.youtube.com/profusagi
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/r?cid=ucr.edu_b8u6dvkretn6kq6igunlc6bldg@group.calendar.google.com
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/u/0/r?cid=ucr.edu_b8u6dvkretn6kq6igunlc6bldg@group.calendar.google.com
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• Website: 
https://intra.engr.ucr.edu/~htseng/ 

• Office hour: 
MTu 11:00a-12:00p on Zoom 

• E-mail: htseng@ucr.edu 
• BS/MS in Computer Science, 

National Taiwan University 
• PhD in Computer Science,

University of California, San Diego 
• Research Interests 

• Accelerating applications using AI/ML 
accelerators 

• Intelligent storage devices 
• Non-volatile memory based systems 
• Anything could accelerate applications
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Instructor — Hung-Wei Tseng

https://intra.engr.ucr.edu/~htseng/
mailto:htseng@ucr.edu


• Office hours: W 2p-3p F 11a-12p on Zoom  
• E-mail: yliu719@ucr.edu
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Teaching Assistant — Yu-Chia Liu

mailto:yliu719@ucr.edu


• Login/discussion in eLearn and piazza. 
• Read the text before class! 

• Operating Systems: Three Easy Pieces Remzi H. Arpaci-Dusseau and Andrea C. Arpaci-Dusseau
(free online http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/) 

• I’m not going to cover everything in class, but you are responsible for all the assigned text. 
• Papers 

• Reading quizzes in eLearn (15%) 
• Come to class — answering at least 50% of Zoom Polls or Everywhere Polling during 4 grading 

periods, counted as 4 reading quizzes 
• We will drop at least 5 of your lowest reading quizzes, so it’s OK if you don’t attend 

• Project (25%) — intensive C programming in the system/kernel level  
• Midterm (20%) — take home/online, format TBA 
• Final (40%) — take home/online, format TBA
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Your tasks

https://elearn.ucr.edu
http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/
https://elearn.ucr.edu


• You can see your grades on eLearn.

• Errors in grading  
• If you feel there has been an error in how an assignment or test was graded, you have one week 

from when the assignment is return to bring it to our attention. You must submit (via email to the 
instructor and the appropriate TAs) a written description of the problem. Neither I nor the TAs will 
discuss regrades without receiving an email from you about it first. 

• For arithmetic errors (adding up points etc.)  
• you do not need to submit anything in writing, but the one week limit still applies.
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Grading



• Don’t cheat. 
• Cheating on a test will get you an F in the class and no option to drop, and a visit 

with your college dean. 
• Cheating on homework means you don’t have to turn them in any more, but you 

don’t get points either.  You will also take at least 25% penalty on the exam 
grades. 

• Copying solutions of the internet or a solutions manual is cheating 
• They are incorrect sometimes 

• Review the UCR student handbook 
• When in doubt, ask.
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Academic Honesty



Learning
eXperience
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Most lectures today …
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Me

You

I expect the lecture to be…
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• An Active Learning teaching method proposed by Prof. Eric Mazur from Harvard 
University in the early 1990s 

• Before the lecture — You will first try your best to go through and understand the 
required reading 

• During the lecture — I’ll bring in activities to ENGAGE you in exploring your 
understanding of the material 
• Popup questions 
• Individual thinking — use polls in Zoom to express your opinion 
• Group discussion 

• Discuss in breakout rooms 
• Use polls in Zoom or Poll Everywhere to express your group’s opinion 

• Whole-classroom discussion — we would like to hear from you 
• I will explain and lecture on those related concepts
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Peer instruction



During the lecture Before the lecture 

Peer Instruction

65

Read Lecture

Question

Think

Answer
Discuss



• This is a peer instruction class 
• The lecture will require you to read and try your best to understand the material first 
• We need to make sure that you read the material first to achieve the best learning outcome 

• Reading assignments from 
• Textbook: Operating Systems: Three Easy Pieces Remzi H. Arpaci-Dusseau and Andrea C. 

Arpaci-Dusseau
(free online http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/) 

• Papers — at least get through those “focuses” listed in the schedule 
• Reading quizzes: 

• On eLearn 
• Due before the lecture, usually once a week. Check the schedule on our webpage 
• You will have two chances. We take the average 
• No time limitation until the deadline 
• No make up reading quizzes — we will drop probably one or two lowest at least
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Before lectures: reading quizzes

http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~remzi/OSTEP/
https://elearn.ucr.edu


• I’ll bring in activities to ENGAGE you in exploring your understanding of the 
material 
• Let you practice 
• Bring out misconceptions 
• Let us LEARN from each other about difficult parts 
• It’s going to be fun! 

• You will be GET CREDIT for your efforts to learn in class 
• By answering questions with polls within Zoom/Polleverywhere 
• Answer 50% of the clicker questions in class, get full credits for 4 reading quizzes 

• Group Discussion 
• We will divide the class into four groups for the first two weeks (at least)
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Why attend live sessions and discuss?



• We will work on “real Linux systems” and implement a linux 
kernel module 

• Details will come soon 
• Real human beings work on real systems!
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Project



Schedule
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Topic Reading Slides (Preview) Slides (Release) Due

1/4/2022 Intro

1/6/2022 The Structure of Operating 
Systems and the Abstraction of 
Processes

- Arpaci-Dusseau Chapter 2, 4, 6

1/8/2022 The Structure of Operating 
Systems

- E. W. Dijkstra. The Structure of the 'THE'-Multiprogramming System. Communications of the ACM, Vol. 11, No. 5, May 1968, pp. 341-346. 
- P. B. Hansen. The Nucleus of a Multiprogramming System, Communications of the ACM, Vol. 13, No. 4, April 1970, pp. 238-241, 250. 
Focusing on: 

1/13/2022 Processes & Threads - D. M. Ritchie and K. Thompson. The UNIX Time-Sharing System, Communications of the ACM, Vol. 17, No. 7, July 1974, pp. 365-375. 
- Accetta, Mike, Robert Baron, William Bolosky, David Golub, Richard Rashid, Avadis Tevanian, and Michael Young. Mach: A New Kernel Foundation For UNIX Development. Proc. USENIX Summer Conference, 
Atlanta, GA, 1986, pp. 93-112.

1/15/2022 Processes & Threads Arpaci-Dusseau Chapter 5, 26--31

1/20/2022 Processes/Threads  Scheduling - Arpaci-Dusseau Chapter 7 
- Paul E. McKenney, Dipankar Sarma, Andrea Arcangeli, Andi Kleen, Orran Krieger, and Rusty Russell. Read Copy Update. In Proceedings of the Ottawa Linux Symposium, June 2002, pp. 338–367.

1/22/2022 Processes/Threads Scheduling - Corbató, Fernando J., Marjorie Merwin-Daggett, and Robert C. Daley. An experimental time-sharing system. In Proceedings of the May 1-3, 1962, spring joint computer conference (pp. 335-344).
- Carl A. Waldspurger and William E. Weihl. Lottery Scheduling: Flexible Proportional-Share Resource Management. The First USENIX Symposium on Operating System Design and Implementation (OSDI), 
November, 1994.
- Thomas E. Anderson, Brian N. Bershad, Edward D. Lazowska, Henry M. Levy. Scheduler Activations: Effective Kernel Support for the User-level Management of Parallelism. Proceedings of the 13th ACM 
Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (SOSP), Sept. 1991, pp. 95-109. 

1/27/2022 Virtual memory - Arpaci-Dusseau Chapter 13, 15, 16, 18

2/1/2022 Virtual memory - Arpaci-Dusseau Chapter 20, 21, 22

2/3/2022 Virtual memory - H. M. Levy and P. Lipman. Virtual Memory Management in VAX/VMS. IEEE Computer, Vol. 15, No. 3, March 1982, pp.35-41. 
- Richard Rashid, Avadis Tevanian, Michael Young, David Golub, Robert Baronn, David Black, William Bolosky, and Jonathan Chew. Machine-Independent Virtual Memory Management for Paged Uniprocessor 
and Multiprocessor Architectures. The Second International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages and Operating Systems (ASPLOS), October 1987, pp. 31-39.

2/8/2022 Virtual memory - O. Babaoglu and W. Joy. Converting a Swap-Based System to do Paging in an Architecture Lacking Page-Reference Bits. Eighth ACM Symposium on Operating System Principles (SOSP), December 1981, 
78-86. 
- R. Carr and J. Hennessy. WSCLOCK-A Simple and Effective Algorithm for Virtual Memory Management. Eighth ACM Symposium on Operating System Principles (SOSP), December 1981, 87-95.

2/10/2022 Midterm

2/15/2022 File systems - Arpaci-Dusseau Chapter 39, 40, 41

2/17/2022 File systems - Marshall K. McKusick, William N. Joy, Samuel J. Leffler, and Robert S. Fabry. A Fast File System for Unix. ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, 2(3), August 1984, pp. 181-197. 
- Mendel Rosenblum and John K. Ousterhout. The Design and Implementation of a Log-Structured File System. The 13th ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (SOSP), December 1991.

2/22/2022 Fast, non-volatile memory-based 
storage devices

- Arpaci-Dusseau Appendix–Flash-based SSDs 

- Michael Wu and Willy Zwaenepoel. eNVy: a non-volatile, main memory storage system. The sixth international conference on Architectural support for programming languages and operating systems 
(ASPLOS). 
- Jingpei Yang, Ned Plasson, Greg Gillis, Nisha Talagala, and Swaminathan Sundararaman. Don't stack your log on my log. 2nd Workshop on Interactions of NVM/Flash with Operating Systems and Workloads 
(INFLOW 14).

2/24/2022 Networked & cloud storage - Arpaci-Dusseau Chapter 49 

- Sanjay Ghemawat, Howard Gobioff, Shun-Tak Leung. The Google File System. Proceedings of the Nineteenth ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (SOSP), October 2003, pp. 29–43.

3/1/2022 Distributed systems - Brad Calder et al. Windows Azure Storage: A Highly Available Cloud Storage Service with Strong Consistency. Proceedings of the Twenty-Third ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Principles (SOSP), 
October 2011, pp. 143–157.
- Subramanian Muralidhar et al. f4: Facebook’s Warm BLOB Storage System. 11th USENIX Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation (OSDI). 

Project

3/3/2022 Distributed systems - Luiz André Barroso, Jeffrey Dean, and Urs Hölzle. Web Search for a Planet: The Google Cluster Architecture. IEEE Micro, March 2003, 23(2): 22–28.

3/8/2022 Virtual machine - Arpaci-Dusseau Appendix--Virtual machines 
- Keith Adams and Ole Agesen. A comparison of software and hardware techniques for x86 virtualization. The 12th international conference on Architectural support for programming languages and operating 
systems (ASPLOS). 

3/10/2022 Virtual machine - P. Barham, B. Dragovic, K. Fraser, S. Hand, T. Harris, A. Ho, R. Neugebauer, I. Pratt, and A. Warfield. Xen and the Art of Virtualization. The 19th Symposium on Operating System Principles (SOSP), October, 
2003.
- B. W. Lampson. Hints for computer system design. The Ninth ACM Symposium on Operating System Principles (SOSP), October 1983, pp. 33-48.

Final Exam
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Subject to 
change

You need to complete the reading of the textbook and 
papers before lectures

Check 
due 

dates 
here

Download 
slides after 

lectures

http://portal.acm.org/ft_gateway.cfm?id=363143&type=pdf&dl=GUIDE&dl=ACM&CFID=12480957&CFTOKEN=95562556
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/362258.362278
http://portal.acm.org/ft_gateway.cfm?id=361061&type=pdf&dl=GUIDE&dl=ACM&CFID=12481107&CFTOKEN=18896699
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~norm/508/2009W1/mach_usenix86.pdf
https://www.kernel.org/doc/ols/2002/ols2002-pages-338-367.pdf
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1460871
http://www.usenix.org/publications/library/proceedings/osdi/full_papers/waldspurger.pdf
http://portal.acm.org/ft_gateway.cfm?id=121151&type=pdf&coll=Portal&dl=ACM&CFID=12704455&CFTOKEN=8598285
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/1653971
http://portal.acm.org/ft_gateway.cfm?id=36181&type=pdf&coll=portal&dl=ACM&CFID=552423&CFTOKEN=65919040
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=806595
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/800216.806596
http://portal.acm.org/ft_gateway.cfm?id=990&type=pdf&coll=portal&dl=ACM&CFID=552423&CFTOKEN=65919040
http://delivery.acm.org/10.1145/130000/121137/p1-rosenblum.pdf?ip=152.7.224.5&id=121137&acc=ACTIVE%20SERVICE&key=6ABC8B4C00F6EE47%2E4D4702B0C3E38B35%2ED71BECA189E284A4%2E4D4702B0C3E38B35&CFID=586617416&CFTOKEN=85143507&__acm__=1478015070_06c6ab8365130b53bbb1df571140bb83
http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=195506
https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/inflow14/inflow14-yang.pdf
http://portal.acm.org/ft_gateway.cfm?id=945450&type=pdf&coll=GUIDE&dl=GUIDE&CFID=21548483&CFTOKEN=20084400
https://moodle-courses1718.wolfware.ncsu.edu/pluginfile.php/174604/course/section/6533/11-calder.pdf
http://0b4af6cdc2f0c5998459-c0245c5c937c5dedcca3f1764ecc9b2f.r43.cf2.rackcdn.com/17777-osdi14-paper-muralidhar.pdf
http://static.googleusercontent.com/media/research.google.com/en//archive/googlecluster-ieee.pdf
https://www.vmware.com/pdf/asplos235_adams.pdf
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/945445.945462
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/acrobat-17.pdf


Lots of paper reading — up to 4 
per week, a total of 24 this quarter!
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Background music: We're Not Gonna Take It/ Songwriter(s): Dee Snider/Performed by Twisted Sister



Why papers?
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• Papers are written by authors who create/invent these artifacts  
• First-hand information 
• Not being cooked by media/press… 

• Papers are reviewed based on originality 
• Papers are reviewed by experts without conflict of interests

74

No alternative facts



• Papers contain design principles that are missing in your 
textbook or online documents 

• You can apply these design principles and the skills of 
analyzing these principles to anywhere (e.g. you will 
surprisingly find how the paper you read next week affects 
software engineering) 

• You can learn those whys for those proposed work
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Papers give you insights!



Industry cares
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Top CS graduate programs read papers!

77

MIT

CMU

U Texas,  Austin

University of Washington

Wisconsin
UIUC

UC San Diego



• Every top 20 CS MS/PhD program has their students reading papers 
in OS classes and every instructor at UCR teaches similar sets of 
materials 

• You have to compete with them when you’re on the market 
• You need some context to prove that you’re also geeky enough to be 

one of their colleagues
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Make yourself more valuable



• Don’t cheat. 
• Cheating on a test will get you an F in the class and no option to drop, and a 

visit with your college dean. 
• Cheating on project means you don’t have to turn them in any more, but you 

don’t get points either.  You will also take at least 25% penalty on the exam 
grades. 

• Copying solutions/code of the internet or a solutions manual is cheating 
— we do random sampling, we do check/compare all coding projects 

• When in doubt, ask. 
• Final grading is based your relative ranking in class — if you help 

people cheat, you hurt yourself
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Academic honesty
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Background music: We're Not Gonna Take It/ Songwriter(s): Dee Snider/Performed by Twisted Sister



• CS202 is an operating system related class for graduate students. It’s not our responsibility 
to recap everything that should be covered by an undergraduate operating system class 
from a regular computer science undergraduate program. 

• This class requires intensive readings in research papers and the assigned textbook. 
• This class requires you to speak and discuss your opinion with your classmates as well as 

the instructor. 
• This class requires programming projects that uses the C programming language. It is your 

responsibility to learn how to program in C. It is also your responsibility to design the 
architecture, implementation details and tests for your coding projects.  

• The instructor and course staffs reserve the right to refuse to answer inappropriate questions 
(e.g. directly telling if an answer is right or not). 

• It is your responsibility to track the latest schedule, information, grades and materials from 
our course website, e-mails from the course staffs and the piazza forum.  

• Any cheating will be treated seriously. You will get an F and we will report to the Dean’s office
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Term of Service

By clicking this box, you are agreeing to the Terms and Conditions of CS202, Winter 2021.
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2012 Summer

2014 Summer

2016 Spring

2016 Summer

2016 Fall
2017 Spring

2017 Fall

2018 Spring

2018 Fall
2019 Spring

2019 Summer I

2019 Summer II

2019 Fall

2020 Winter

UC

2020 Spring
2020 Summer

You
2022 Winter

2021 Winter

2021 Fall



Q & A
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• The first reading quiz due this Thursday before class! 
• Please find the reading quiz in eLearn! 
• Please visit the course webpage for the most accurate reading list
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Announcement



つづく

Computer
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Engineering

202


